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NISI to Unleash New XPRESSO High-Performance Multihull 
during the Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show 

 

GTX50 Global Debut - A Spirited Double Shot of Strength, 
Performance and Efficiency 

 
14 October 2014, Miami, Florida and Nassau, Bahamas: Recognized as this year's most innovative new yacht release 
at Cannes' World Yachts Festival, the XPRESSO-class NISI GTX50 will make her global debut in just two short 
weeks during the 55th Annual Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show. 
 
GTX50 represents the culmination of decades of development 
to bring together the benefits of mono- and multi-hull 
advancements. 
 
Based on established interest from the international yachting 
community, GTX50 delivers exceptional and efficient offshore 
performance with unprecedented exterior and interior 
spaciousness. Comfortable social areas—with expansive 
exterior spaces and interior headroom exceeding 7’2”—
complement a sleek exterior profile. 
 

GTX50 is presently the only luxury XPRESSO-class yacht 
offering pod driven propulsion, which is now commonplace on 
popular luxury monohulls. 

 
The highly strengthened, stable platform delivered during sea-trials 
sets new standards for luxury XPRESSO-class yachts. Speeds in excess 
of 32-knots are achieved, with a 40% better fuel efficiency than 
comparably sized yachts. 
 
“The new GTX50 continues a NISI tradition of delivering a unique, 
meaningful sense of occasion to owners. She is a seductive multihull 
that is appealing to monohull owners who desire the enhanced social 
spaces and performance only the NISI XPRESSO-class yacht delivers,” 
says Christos Livadas, NISI Founder and CEO. 

 

NISI GTX50, Pure Silver 

NISI GTX50 Salon with Sky & Clouds 
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Concept and design comes from the engineering team at NISI Yachts with naval architecture by Setzer Yacht 
Architects. 
 
Hulls #1, #2 and# 3 are sold; hull #4 is available with delivery scheduled for spring 2015. 
 
To schedule a viewing of GTX50 during the Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show, contact 
ownership@nisiyachts.com. 
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1. NISI GTX50, Pure Silver 

2. NISI GTX50 Salon with Sky & Clouds 
3. NISI GTX50, Aft Deck 

4. NISI GTX50, Open Spaces 
 

### 
 
About NISI Yachts  

NISI reflects a passion for yachts that deliver a unique sense of occasion. That passion is realized with styling that 
highlights casual opulence, open-sea performance at speed, and first-rate build quality. 
 
NISI Collection ranges from 15 to 26 meters (50 to 88 feet). Custom builds are tailored between 30 and 45 
meters (98 and 145 feet) 
 
Founded in 2004, NISI Yachts is a wholly-European owned luxury yacht builder with facilities in Europe and Asia. 
 
Experience NISI at www.nisiyachts.com. 
 
 
 

NISI GTX50, Open Spaces NISI GTX50, Aft Deck 
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